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Two-way radios are productivity tools for many professionals. For 

those who work in environments with explosive gas and combustible 

dusts, safety is paramount. Use of regular radios could be unsafe.

Hytera understands the challenges faced by professionals working in 

hazardous environments. Dedicated to designing and delivering 

innovative intrinsically-safe communications solutions, Hytera 

launched the PD715Ex and PD795Ex, two portable DMR radios that 

comply with the world's strictest safety standards. 



To achieve such a high safety standard, Hytera PD715Ex / 

PD795Ex adopt optimized distributed line design on PCB, 

reducing the odds of a circuit fault. All the key components on 

the PCB are covered with shielding and the space between line, 

between components and between the components and 

shielding are properly spaced. This ultimately translates to a 

better EMC performance and less internal interference. 

Silicone encapsulant technology prevents the internal circuits 

from interface with air and liquid which e�ectively stops the 

intrusion of liquid, dust and harmful gas. The silicone 

encapsulating process is delicate and complicated. As a result, 

every single PD715Ex / PD795Ex radio spends eight hours in the 

manufacture line.
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Hytera PD715 Ex / PD795 Ex are designed to meet the strict requirements of European ATEX and North American FM standards. With certi�cations 

for ATEX, IECEX, the latest FM and CSA speci�cations, our radios work safely in most hazardous environments even with the presence of hydrogen 

and dust particles. The overall design complies with the latest American Military Standard-MIL-STD-810G which means it can stand the harshest 

environments such as high / low temperatures, high humidity, vibration and shock. 

Hytera PD715 Ex / PD795 Ex provide a dedicated emergency button. In the case of any accident, a 

press on the orange emergency button will trigger an alarm and initiate a voice call to a 

pre-programed work fellow or group. Built-in man-down, GPS and lone-worker functions are also 

available with the digital portables. 

PD715 Ex / PD795 Ex

Bene�ting from the advantages of DMR digital technology, PD715 Ex / PD795 Ex provide superior 

audio quality and stable communication performance with 40% less battery consumption when 

compared with analogue radios. DMR radios provide better communication quality, enhanced 

privacy and reduce overall equipment costs.

Hytera PD715 Ex / PD795 Ex are very easy to use. They provide tough and clearly readable LCD 

screen alongside an intuitive user interface. The anti-skidding and foolproof ergonomic designs are 

made for easy user operation. The large PTT button and channel knobs are equally useful for users 

wearing gloves. 

Upgrading the software on the PD715 Ex / PD795 Ex enables new feautures without having to buy 

a new radio or extra option boards. Both radios can be switched into MPT, XPT and DMR trunking 

modes as long as the relevant license or �rmware are applied. 





The by-product of coal mining is gas. 
Following coal exploiting, the gas will 
gather under ground. If good security 
management processes are not in place, 
gas in coal mines can explode with serious 
and often fatal consequences. 

For �re �ghters, critical situations such as 
oil spills or natural gas leakage need high 
spec, reliable, communication equipment. 
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Address: Hytera House, 939 Yeovil Road, Slough, Berkshire SL1 4NH

United Kingdom

Tel: +44 (0) 1753 826 120   Fax: +44 (0) 1753 826 121

Http://www.hytera.co.uk  Stock Code: 002583.SZ
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